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MASS OF BETA-RAYS FROM RADIUM E 

B.T. Wright % Andrew McReynolds 
G.E.M. Jauncey obtained results substantiating his 

theory that RaE Beta-rays all have the same energy, 

' ’ / 2 
some having a rest mass pm = 3»06((l-b )m . (b = v/c) 

In this experiment an electric force Ee and a magnetic 

force Hev were applied to the particle in the same 

direction, allowing only a certain velocity to follow a 

straight path between two plates. The transmitted 

particles were then deflected by the magnetic field alone 

to measure the momentum. The rest mass was then calculated 

from the velocity v, momentum mv, and the equation 

mQ m ,/W. First results appeared to show a line on the 

recording photographic plate of the calculated heavy rest 

mass, but the addition of slits to prevent scattering of 

the particles, eliminated or at least decreased in intensity 

this line. It was concluded that all of the Beta-rays 

emitted have the same rest mass. 
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Most Beta-ray emitting radioactive bodies exhibit a 

continuous spectrum, an example of which is the number- 

Hrjcurve obtained by O'Conoi^-and shown in Fig. 1. The 

energy difference between the disintegrating and product i 

atoms Is found to be the energy calculated from the 

maximum HR and the ordinary rest mass m0. 

It was first suggested that the continuous Hr 

distribution might be due to collisions of the Beta-ray-: 

subsequent to emission. Meitner and Orthmani? ruled out 

this possibility by measuring the average energy per 

disintegrating atom with a calorimeter. They obtained 

an average energy 3.4x105 e.v. for RaE, agreeing with 

the average value calculated from the distribution curve. 

Pauli then advanced the hypothesis that each Beta-ray 

disintegration is a simultaneous emission of the Beta- 

ray and another particle, the neutrino, which is 

undetected by the calorimeter. There is supposed to be 

a continuous distribution of neutrino energies, therefore 

a continuous Beta-ray distribution. • 

Jauncey^suggested as an alternative hypothesis that the 

energy of the Beta-rays may be constant, corresponding to 

the maximum Hr and rest mass m0, the continuous Hr 

distribution being due to a continuous distribution of 

rest mass of emitted particles, 

1 O'Conor, Phys. Rev., 52, 303 (1937) 
i Meitner 4 Orthmann, Zeits. f. Phys., 60, 143 (1930) 
? G.E.M. Jauncey, Phys. Rev., 53, 106 (1938) 
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Where h * v/c, 

b„c =maximum velocity, and 

pm0*rest mass of a particle of velocity cb. 

U sing this relation and the maximum energy value for 

Ra E = 1.05 M.S.v. 

.51 0 M.e.v. 

/l-b* 

p = 3.06 A-b*" 

m.c M.e.v. 

Also 

® 1.05 M. e. v. 

for Ra E. 

mv' 
Rev " r 

pm0v 
He = ] 1-b* 

r 

nmobc 
Hr = 

e 

3.06 nubc 
Hr ‘ e 

Thus, if the maximum number of particles have Hr * 1750 

as shown in Fig. 1, the most prevalent b is .34, 

corresponding to p » 2.88. 

In Fig. 2 the number-b curve is plotted, assuming p 

variable in one case, and p=1 in the other case. 

Using a velocity selector consisting of crossed 

electric and magnetic fields, and a magnetic field to deflect 

lift© Beta-rays, which were recorded on a photographic plate, 
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Jauncey obtained photographs ^which showed a line where 

it would be expected for electrons of ordinary rest mass 

m0 and also a less deflected diffuse line at approximately 

the calculated position for Beta-rays of rest mass pm0* 

The velocity selector was set to pass velocities correspond¬ 

ing to the maximum number of heavy electrons. The heavy 

line was, as would be expected, considerably more intense 

than the ordinary line. 

Our experiment was similar to Jauncey’s, with 

modifications of the apparatus, designed to reduce multiple 

scattering of Beta-rays from the deflecting plates of the 

velocity selector. Our apparatus consisted of two accurately 

parallel brass plates 6cm. long, 3cm. wide, and mounted 

1.0 mm. apart. These were mounted inside a brass tube of 

4.5 cm. inside diam. with a photographic plate 5«1 cm. 

from the ends of the selector plates. This was all placed 

inside a solenoid in a position to give a magnetic field 

perpendicular to the electric field and parallel to the 

ends of the plates (Fig. 4). The solenoid was calibrated 

with a fluxmeter andjthe values of E and H then read with 

a Kelvin electrostatic voltmeter and an ammeter, respectively. 

The theory of such a velocity selector has been 

considered by Zahn and Spees 

Let m, v ^msss, velocity^f the Beta-rays, 

k^* curvature of pathjin the selector 

H k = curvature of path with H alone 

k.*curvature of path with H alone and k.=0. 

G.E.M. Jauncey, °hys. Rev., 53, 265, (1938) 

5 C.T. Zahn & A.H.Spees, Phys. Rev., 53, 357 (1938) 
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Fig. 4 

Condenser plates mounted in container evacuated to 
about 5xlo“-? mm. 

a 

b 
rzr 
TZZL 

Fig. 6 

Brass plates 1.0 mm. apart. Center slit .35 mm. 
Front slit .65 mm. Strips forming slits are of ebonite. 



v0* velocity for k^O. 

Then mvzki=Hev-ceE 

mv2k = Hev 

CE 
H = v0 

ki Hev-ceB y. 
k s Hev '1-v , 

but mv*k * Hev 

He 71-b* 
v = n?.k for Lorentz electrons * 

2 
V He)* v 2(He )2 

ma rk1- ~(kc ) *■ m2 
o 

kVjnsT.. 
(m«c ; 

ki * : k 1- 

He)\ , 
Mttc) 

4 k 

He7^ , » 
m0c)* + k 

With H and E fixed, as in this experiment, k0is also fixed 

so Is-i may be plotted as a function of k (Pig. 5)* By the 

geometry og the plates (Fig. 6) there is in each case a 

maximum value of k^ k^, for which electrons will be trans¬ 

mitted. In the first case: 

k^ - 8(3Ad) " 60 
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Fig. 5 

Path of particles in selector (curvature^, under the 
conditions of plate 4. 



TABLE 1* 

Plate E H b 

volts/cm gauaz 

1 13700 115 .40 

2 15000 70 .71 

3 12500 122 .34 

4 15000 . 98 .51 

Plate Heavy band 
transmitted 

r0 

b cm. 

1T .31- 1.0 6.4 

2 25 

3 .27- .38 5.1 

4 .31- .63 10.2 

* Values of b, Hr, p, r, & 

velocity v0 . 

Hr Hr P 
0 H 
gaussx cm. 

730 2050 2.80 
2.14 

1730 3700 

615 1780 2.90 

1000 2630 2.63 

rH s0 SH 

cm. cm. cm. 

17.8 2.5 .7 

53 .5 .2 

14.6 5.1 .9 

27 1.4 •5 

given here are for the 
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k = .016 
rrn 

In the second case, to be considered later (Fig. 6b) 

k*» 8l!_=.0058 
ftn 

k“-ââl = .0108 

Thus It may be seen that the selector transmits only 

a certain band of the Beta-rays from Ra E. None are of 

high enough velocity to be in the band near v = c (see Fig.5)« 

The deflection of the rays on the photographic plate may 

then be calculated from the curvature (Fig. 7)» 

(r-s) ■» d « r 

r* -2rs + s*+dx* r* 

s » r«- JT*■- dx 

The calculated defleetins listed in Table 1 are for 

velocity v0 . 

Fig.8 shows sketches of four of the five plates taken. 

Plate 1 was taken with the selector as shown in Fig. 6a, 

using a band of velocities from b = .31 to b = l.'Ck for heavy 
eJtlêXhXM 

electrons. This would be around Hr=•730 for^ordinary mass 

■electrons and around 2050 for heavy electrons, which shouB. 

be numerous at this value of Hr. The heavy llneAwas „ \-| *" 

recorded on the plate, its deflection being about 1mm. 

greater than calculated. The ordinary line was deflected 

off the plate. 

Plate 2 was then taken at Hr^about 1730 for ordinary 

and 3700 for heavy electrons, the ordinary line being 

recorded at approximately the calculated position) — O 
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Fig. 8 

Photographic plates 
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Fig. 7 

Deflection of particle onto photographic plate 

Fig. 9 

Electrostatic field around slits with charge collected 
on inner surfaces. . 



Ebonite strips were next introduced as in 6b in order 

to reduce scattering from the plates. As seen from Fig. 5, 

the electrons which have negative curvature and are scat¬ 

tered from the top plate also have a greater value of k, 

that is, are deflected more sharply outside the selector. 

Those scatterdd from the lower plate, on the other hand, 

are deflected less than electrons of velocity v„ and 

would therefore tend to give a scattered line between the 

ordinary line and the oc-particle line at zero deflection. 

The front ebonite strip was for this reason placed on the 

bottom plate to eliminate scattering from it. 

The central slit might conceivably have an appreciable 

effect on the electrostatic field due—ta charges collected 

on its surface. We therefore calculated the possible 

effect. If the ebonite strips were poor insulators and 

assumed the potential of the plates, the field between the 

strips would be = 2.9 times as strong as elsewhere. 

The particle would thus be deflected upward with a radius 

of curvature ——■ over a distance of .10 cm . It would 

</^terefore be deviated upward through an angle of ; 

that is, at the ends of the plates, three cm. away, its 

p^th would be deflected cm. 
* • 

r must be 10 cm. for the electron to strike the 

photographic plate. 

maximum deflection = .06 cm. 
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If, on the other hand, the strips are perfectly Insulating, 

they will probably collect a charge from the Incident Beta- 

rays. Assume the source to be about one millicurie and the 

charge of all Incident electrons to be distributed over 

the inside faces of the strips. 

Fraction stopped by strips 1£. per cm. length 

= .00027 
» -/o 

Charge collected in 24 hours = 3*7*10*4.8*10*3600*24#.00027 

- •410 e.s.u » 

=. 4.10 e.s.u./cm? onfctrips 

The potential difference across the plates was about 

1500 volts = 5 s.s.u. 

Let Q = charge/cm. 

C = capacity/ cm. 

V « potential difference 

Q * CV = —1—5 =4.2 e.s.u./cm. 
4 ir.-l 

Therefore the total charge which could be collected on the 

strips while one plate was exposed for 24 hours is of the 

same order of magnitude as the charge density on the 

deflecting plates. The electrostatic field near the strips 

will then be like Fig. 9. As a rough approximation, we 

may assume this produces, about the same effect as cancelling 

the electric field between the strips. As reasoned above, 

the electrons would be deflected downward not more than 

.03 cm. 



In either of these extreme cases , the result would 

obviously only be to shift the transmitted band slightly 

one way or the other. Since the actual case was probably 

between these extremes, there shouldn't have been much 

shift. This is confirmed by an ordinary line near its 

calculated position in Plate 4. 

The velocity selector was then adjusted to transmit 

a band from b =.2.7 to b*,3*8 with Hr= 1780 for heavy 

electrons. According to Pig. 1, they should be most 

prevalent at this value of Kr. Two plates were exposed, 

and neither showed any trace of a heavy line. Plate 3 

is a sketch of one of these photographs. ( For repro¬ 

ductions of the original photographs see"Beta-rays from 

Ra E* Phys. Rev., 54, 231 (L) (1938) 

The selector was then adjusted to transmit a band 

of velocities from approximately b = .31 to b= .63. 

Thié^gives Hr =looo for heavy electrons and Hr* 2630 

for ordinary electrons, the number of particles at 

these two points on the curve being about the same. 

According to Jauncey's results, there should have been a 

heavy line at least as strong as the ordinary line. The 

ordinary line was observed, but no heavy line could be 

found by inspection or by examination with a micro¬ 

photometer. 

The conclusion is that the original "heavy” line was 



probably due to scattering from the lower selector plate, 

and that this effect was eliminated, or at least 

decreased by the addition of the ebonite strips. 

We gratefully acknowledge the suggestion of the 

problem and supervision of the experiment by Prof. 

H.A. Wilson. 



POSITIVE CURRENT Ï^RM A PALLADIUM FILAMENT 
by- 

Andrew McReynolds 

Hydrogen was Introduced Inside a Palladium 

tube used as the filament of a vacuum tube, to 

Investigate the effect on the positive ion current. 

It was supposed that this current might be due to 

^Hydrogen absorbed in the Palladium. Although the 

filament gave a temporary positive current which 

soon ceased, the Hydrogen had no observable restoring 

effect. 



In this experiment the effect of hydrogen ofi the 

emission of positive ions from Palladium filaments was f C 

Investigated. 

A diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.8. A 

/palladium tube , l/30" outside diameter and l/60" inside 

diameter was used as the filament. It was surrounded by 

a thin flfickel cylinder maintained at 4 165 volts with 

respect to the filament. The filament was heated by 

passing a current through it. Its temperature was 

measured with a Leeds & Northrup optical pyrometer and 

kept constant by comparing with a .1 ohm standard 

resistance by means of a Wheatstone bridge. Both air 

and -Hydrogen were used for the surrounding gas, the 

pressure of which was measured with a Me Leod gauge and 

maintained at about .0008 cm. Bg. throughout the experiment. 

Metals have been found to give a temporary positive ion 

current when first heated The filament was first heated 

to about 950°C. with a(H Vacuum inside and outside the Pd/ 

. - 8 
tube, and gave a current of the order of 4x10 amps., 

which decreased with the time. Hydrogen was Introduced 

into the tube several times during the first hour of 

heating, at pressures ranging from 6 cm. to atmos¬ 

pheric pressure. No appreciable effect on the positive 

H.A. Wilson, Proc. Roy. Soc., A 202, 243 
Wolfke & Rolinskl, Phys. Z., 30, 817 (1929) 



Fig. 18 

Apparatus for investigation of the positive emission 
from a Palladium filament. 

The Nickel cylinder surrounds a Palladium tube, 
which is heated by massing a current from the 14 v. 
battery. Hydrogen Is admitted at H. 



current was observed 

After the heating had been continued several hours, 

the current decreased to less than 3 * 10 amps. Both 

positive current and negative current were observed with 

a filament temperature of approximately 1300° C. 

Time Temp. 1+ I. 

min. •x. ai^lO”’ amf*10q 

2 1570 29.5 

4 0 

6 29.5 

12 0 29-5 

13 Hydi ?ogen at 76 ' cm. Hg. introduced 

!4 0 I 2000 

The Hydrogen introduced had a strong effect on the 

negative thermionic current, probably due—ta the 

adsorption of H on the filament, decreasing the work 

function. No appreciable effect was observed on the 
_ q 

positive current, which remained less than 3X 10 

Oxidation of the Palladium also failed to restore 

the positive ion emission. 

The conclusion is that the temporary positive current 

from a Palladium filament is due to some impurity other 

than Hydrogen or hydrides. 



CONSTRUCTION OF AN ELECTROSTATIC SPECTROGRAPH 

F.T. Rogers, Jr. \ Andrew 'ÆcReynolds 

Two plates, sections of cylinders, were machined 

and mounted coaxially, so that a potential difference 

applied between them produces a radial electrostatic 

field E »c/r , c = V . It was shown that if a 
log rg/i^ 

source of charged particles Is properly placed on one 

side, particles pass between the plates, and those of 

one velocity are brought to a focus on the other side. 

By placing a Geiger counter at the focal point and 

adjusting the potential, V, until the particles are 

detected, the quantity Er =» mv^/e may be measured. 

The writers are indebted to Prof, H.A. Wilson for 

valuable suggestions and to the Rice Institute for 

the apparatus used. 
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The spectrograph consists of two accurately machined 

brass plates, 90 d sections of concentric circles, whose 

inside faces are about .6 cm. apart ( Flg.lD)^ A high 

potential difference is maintained between the plates by 

means of a transformer and rectifier, giving a radial field 

proportional to l/r. The direction used for the field 

depends on the particles to be studied. If both the source 

and the counter are placed at the proper distance from the 

ends of the plates, particles are brought to a focus at 

the counter. 

The high potential circuit is shown in Fig. 11. 

Alternating current from a 500 cycle generator is stepped 

up by a transformer, rectified by two 125 kv. kenotrons 

and filtered by two .2 mfd. condensers. The whole circuit 

is grounded at the center for convenience in eliminating 

extra Insulation and in order for the source and counter 

to be used at ground potential. The potential is measured 

by a galvanometer in series with 5 *10 7 ohms. The galvano¬ 

meter was calibrated by using a resistance in series and 

a known voltage, both accurate to within less than .5%. 

Thdsedata are given in table 2. The potential waB 

adjusted by varying resistances in series with the 

primary of the transformer. 

1 A similar spectrograph is described by S.K. Allison. 
L.S. Skaggs,& N.M. Smith, Phys. Rev., 54, 171 (1938). 
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Fig. 10 

Condenser plates and base, showing source and counter 



The plates, source, and counter were placed Inside 

an Iron box 9"xl4"xl8" Inside dimensions, with ebonite 

insulators through which the high potential and counter 

wires were brought in. The chamber was evacuated with a 

Cenco Megavac pump, the pressure being measured by a 
£ 

Me Leod gauge calibrated at .0092 mm. Hg./(cm. level dif.) 

The pressure was maintained at .001 mm. Hg. or less, in 

order to prevent any discharges inside the chamber. 

The particle counter was made according to the 

directions in Jour. Appl. Phys., 9, 778 (1938), given 

by Brewer and Bramley; it is shown in Fig. 12. The base 

is a brass block, on which is soldered a thick-walled 

copper cylinder of 3/4" Inside diameter. The center wire 

is of brass about 3/84" diameter and is brought out 

through a hard rubber plug bolted onto the top of the 

cylinder. The Joints are sealed with beeswax. The front 

side of the cylinder was milled down to about 1.'5 mm. 

thickness and a slit .7 mm.xl.5 cm. cut parallel to 

the axis. A copper window .025 mm. thick was waxed 

over the slit. This should be thin enough to transmit 

Beta-rays as slow as b = .65« The inside of the cylinder 

and center wire were carefully polished to remove any 

irregularities. It was evacuated through a stopcock waxed 

onto the hard rubber plug. The gas used was dry air at 
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Fig.Il 

High voltage circuit 

Fig. 12 

Counter tube 
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pressures of around 1 cm. A typical characteristic curve 

is shown in fig 13. 

The counter voltage was supplied by a simple rectifier 

circuit shown in Pig.I^* The current from a 3000 volt 

transformer was rectified by an R.C.A. 81 half-wave 

rectifier, filtered by 4 mfd. and stabilized by the 

circuit shown, similar to one described by Strong in 

Procedure in Experimental Physics , Prentice-Hall, N.Y.? 

1938. The grid of the stabilizer tube is negatively 

biased so that no current flows through the tube at low 

potentials. The output thus varies directly with the input 

until the potential drop across rz is large enough to 

allow a current to flow through the tube. Then, letting 

ep * output , V » input E « grid bias : 

QprZ-fet .*5 .). - (ïl‘*‘r4 )i 
rl+r2+r3 

de__ _ r^+r, 
&P - *r3 dv 

dl _ r^+r-, - de 1 
dv " ( r^rj J Tf i£^ïvpr1 +r4 

e„- E r, ( e 
g 6 p ir4) 

de _ 
d^ r2+t3 

( de 
dv5 

♦ r4di ) 
^dv 

de - .. r Û.e + r-.fy (rg*r, )  
dv6 r2 +1^ dvp ) (^i^g-fr, ) ( r2*r3 

de 
fc3 

Since di/dv® di/de^ (de^dv) - di/d6p(de /dv) and di/de = g^ 
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Fig. 16 

Amplifier voltage supply circuit 
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{\ +r4 ) ) 
*%> 1_ 
dv +Q|. 

dliep 
He^dy 

4 %__^_ 
r24l5 

* *5*4    -ffa *^r4 âS. D—i— 
r^r^ ) (i^+r^+r^ ) r2^rj dv 'I41"-''- 

d 
d 

(* 1 
rl+r4 

-«OS- «faim fii >= -fofQl 
ro+rj dep ( ) ( 

dep( 1+ Qglr1,^.f.j^_sU -finely aK^-n*))- 
dv r241^ r2+r^ dep 

y 

d§p( 1 * IV» dl (rj_+r4) - 
dv z^+r^ dep 

Since ^*10 di/dep^ 10~ r^iv ~ r^jj^ 
r24r3 

|%>( 14 Sn-.n,^— ) = 
dV rl4r^41^ 

r2 4*5 *,Fm*5...r4  
il 4r2 +r3 +Snrl *3 

r24^Fm^r4- 
*l4r24r& 

With the resistances properly adjusted, the output 

therefore reaches a maximum (when the numerator becomes*0> ) 

then starts decreasing. In practice, the output didn't vary 

more than 1 volt for 50 volts variation of the input. 

The amplifier circuit to go with the counter is shown 

in Fig. 15. A negative pulse from the counting tube gives 

a positive pulse on C, , thus decreasing the plate current 

in the 6K7 tube. Through the condenser Cz , this gives a 

positive pulse to the 885 grid. The grid is kept Just 

below the potential for an arc to start, so that this 

starts the arc, giving enough current to operate the 

mechanical counter. The thyratron is extinguished when the 



current creates a high potential drop acroââ rg ,making 

the grid very negative with respect to the filament. The 

plate and screen grid voltages are supplied by another 

rectifier circuit. 

The condenser plates of the spectrograph were taken 

to have a mean radius rQ* ^(r^+r2) of about 16 cm., 

because the lathe in which they were to be turned had 
diameter 

only a 15" rad-iuo . r-^ and r2 were chosen, according 

to the theory below, to be in the ratio r2/r^= 1.038, 

in order to study particles with energies of around 
g 

10 electron volts with the available potential supply 

of 200 es.u. 

The plates were made of two pieces of sheet brass, 

x 3”x 12” each. These were clamped in a vise and bent 

with a 36” pipe wrench to the shape of two wooden 

templates of radii rQ and r -i-"» The plates bent ra/edlly 

after being annealed by heating to a cherry-red color and 

quenching in cold water. It was found that they could be 

bent so that the inner faces of the condenser were no 

more than 2 mm. apart at any point. 

Next, three blocks of brass, f'x f”x 3M were brazed 

on the outside face of each plate, their lengths parallel 

to the axis of the cylindrical condenser, as shown in 

Fig.H.. The edges of the plates were then filed nearly 



flat and diameter holes were drilled lengthwise 

through the blocks and countersunk. The plates were 

then firmly bolted to the bed of a milling machine 

with flat-head iron bolts well below the surface 

in the countersunk holes. A 3" cutter was used to 

plane down the edges, light cuts being taked because 

only bolts were used. The plates were carefully 

planed down until both were within .001" of 7*16 cm. 

With a plate separation of 6mm. as used, this width 

would be sufficient to make all edge effects negligible 

within the 1.5 cm. in the center which is to be used. 

After the plates were removed from the milling machine 

h$Ee holes in the blocks were enlarged to 3/8”, the 

cutting edges of the drill being first dulled to 

prevent excessive’'grabbing” in the softened brass. 

The plates were then mounted with 3/8” bolts on 

the face plate of a 15” lathe and an angle of accurately 

90° laid off at the center of the face plate and extended 

to the edges. The condenser plates were thus marked, 

sawed off, and filed down to the marks. Final measurements 

of the angle 0> intercepted by the plates gave a value 

89° 51*± 05*. 

The final shaping process was turning the faces of 



the plates to cylindrical shape in the lathe. Since 

3/8" bolts were only a light mounting, only light cuts 

were taken on the surfaces. An ordinary lathe tool in 

an extended holder was used. For the first cutting, 

the lathe was run at moderate speed, and for final 

cutting, done .0005” at a time , the lathe was turned 

by hand. After the final cutting, the surfaces were 

smoothed and polished with very fine oiled emery cloth. 

The inner plate was first removed and the outer plate 

shaped; the the outer plate was removed for the 

shaping of the inner plate. No trouble of any kind 

was experienced as long as the plates were firmly 

mounted and a sharp tool and slow cutting speeds were 

used. 

The measurement of the plate separation was done with 

the finished plates clamped to the lathe face plate. 

A standard 3/16" ball-bearing was soldered to the end of 

a brass rod 6M long and l/8H in diameter, mounted In 

the tool holder of the lathe, which is calibrated in 

l/lOOO th*s of an inch. The rod was mounted, insulated 

from the lathe body, so that the ball bearing was 

between the plates, and a 4^- volt battery and voltmeter 

in series were connected to the lathe body and rod. 



The voltmeter thus indicated when the bearing was in 

cohtact with the pâ,ate surface. By measuring the 

difference between the diameter of the bearing and the 

plate separation, it was found by measurements at 

different points along the plates that r^-r^=,59^5 

± .0045 cm. The tolerance, .0045 is the maximum 

deviation over the plates from .5965» except in a small 

region, it was .0025. 

From an iron center-piece mounted on the face plate 

and turned as accurately as the lathe would allow, it 

was found that over the width of the condenser plates, 

the radial tapering caused by misalignment of the 

lathe amounted to less than .0001". From the center 

rQ was measured and found to be 16.05 ±.007 cm. The 

larger tolerance in this value results only from less 

precise measurements and not from structural uncertainties. 

All measurements were checked whenever possible with 

standard Brown & Sharp gauges. 

As shown in Fig.10, the finished plates were mounted 

on a base of 7/8" insulator, made of many layers of cloth 

Impregnated and bound together by a plastic. The brass 

bolts used for mounting the plates on the insulators were 

of 3/8" round brass rod, threaded on each end, and .005" 

undersize. Holes were drilled part of the way through the 



base, using the lathe face plate as a pattern, and 

were threaded to take the bolts. 1/8” thick washers of 

hard rubber ware used in several places for spacing. 

The tops of the bolts were held at the proper 

separations by short bars of a paper and plastic 

insulator. All holes for passage of the bolts were 

made several thousandths of an inch oversize. Standard 

hexagon-nuts were used on the upper ends of the bolts 

to clamp the assembly in place. Further details are 

shown in fig.13?. 

After the plates were assembled on the base, three 

brass rods 2a long and .5965 —.0015 cm. in diameter 

were turned on a lathe. These were used as spacers in 

adjusting the plates on the base to have the correct 

separation. The undersize bolts and oversize holes 

allowed enough freedom to make this adjustment. A final 

check of the separation, made several days later with one 

of these gauges and calibrated shims, showed that no observed 

changes had taken place and that the separation 

departed nowhere more than .005 cm. from the mean value 

of the separation. 

Since this spectrograph was intended primarily for 

use in the investigation of Beta-ray spectra from a 

radium deposit, the source holder was a needle holder, 



cut off and the lower end threaded to screw Into 

the insulator base. It was decided to place the source 

and counter at equal distances from the plates. In 

accordance with the theory below, the soureee was 

therefore placed at a distance of 5*62 cm. from 

the plates, with the top of the holder 3*26 cm. from 

the base allowing the use of a wire for the source. 

An approximate theory of the motion of particles in 

the condenser and the focussing effect may be worked 

out according to the method outlined by Dempster. 

The symbols r , rQ, rx, r2, $ ,°C, 1', 1”, yx, y2, and 

x” are defined by Pig.IT. Also let e, m be the charge 

and mass of a particle, and vQ velocity for a circular 

path of radius rQ. 

F = mass x acceleration 

2 2 
d r/dt s=F/m + acceleration due to rotation 

* eE/m ¥ (rd<0/dt)2/r 

The condenser plates used give a radial field c/r , 

where c V 
"log r^/r, 

d2r/dt2=e (-c/r)/m + r(dO»/dt)2 

d2r/dt2-r(dO>/dt)2 - -e(c/r)/m 

= -k2/r ', k2 * (e/m)c 

is the equation of motion in polar coordinates. 



Fig. 17 

Diagram of plates and path of particle 



To get a circular orbit in the radial field, we must 

have the centrifugal force 

(c/r)e = mv2/r0 . 

vo ** (e/m)° 

Consider a particle with velocity v^-vQ(l+b) entering 

the condenser at y^^ci* (see Pig. 11) The kinetic 

energy ümv^ is less than £mv^ by the work required to 

move it a distance y1 against the field. 

Pot. en. = y^c/i^e 

= mv§ (y^i^) by (1) 

imv2 - £mv| - mv2 (y1/rQ ) 

= £mvg (l+bf - mvo (yi/r© ) 

- •ImvS (142b) - mvlty^/^) if b Is small 

Alee v» vQ (1+b-y^/^ ) 

Substituting in the equation of motion the values 

= (e/m)c = v 
o 

A = r ^[d()/dt)= constant « angular momentum, 

and letting u ’l/r 

d2r/di2 *• (c£u/dO£ ) 

-A2tP (c£u/dQ£ ) - i?A2 = u 

cPu/dO^ +u = (l£ /&■ ) (l/u) 

For the circular orbit, u = l/»Q 

l/rQ = (^/i? )rQ by (3) 

A=kr0= Voro 
since A=ang. momentum. 



by (2) 

For the general orbit 

A - (h> +y)(^ +y)dO>/dt « (ç,+^ )v 

- S ^ d*b) 

Let u *l/r0(l+z) , z smali 

du/dO> =(du/dz)(dz/dO>) —-jl/g (1+zf](dz/dO>) 

d2u/dO»2 * = -fc2z/dO>2 )/rQ(l+z) 2 42(dz/d0>) 2/r^(1+z) ^ 

Substituting in (3) 

-&2z/dO>2)/r0(l+z)
2 +(dz/dO>f 2/r0(l+z)

5 * *+l/rQ(l+z) 

' To r0U-**)/r^0T*(l+b)
8 

since k =• A-r0vo(l*b) by (4) 
O 

Transposing and multiplying by -rQ(l4z) 

d2z/d<3>2=2(dz/d(&)2/l4z 4(l-*z) - r*(l4z)^/r*(l-»b)2 

«z(dz/dO))2+l+z-fl+3zyi+2b 

x{ )?14Z -(l«*3z)(i-2b) 

- z{ )2l4z-l-3z+2b46bz 

Now dz/dO»=d/dO>(y/rQ) , r=rQ(l+ y. /rQ) 

= dr/rdO> is small 
p 

(dz/d$) and bz are negligible 

2 2 
d z/dO> = -2z+2b , which is the 

equation of motion in terms ofz. It obviously has the 

general solution 

z = b+P cosf50> *♦ Q 8in/2*0> 

When the particle enters the field, 0> • 0 and 

r.* r^ yx or u * l/rQ (l-»y1/r0 ) 

yi/r0=b4P 

p = yi/r0 -b 



du/dOj = -l/r(dr/dt) (dt/d<))] - -l/A(dr/dt)] 

A0= (r^y-j/v-L * (rjecl' ) (1+b-y-jfro )vQ 

s(ro4rob”yl+ #cl** •cW-«cyi1'/r
0)^o 

dr/dt]^ =<l-»b-y1/r0)v0 » ®c v^ 

= («■ +oCb-ocy1/r0)vQ 

l/A ( dr/dt 3#= l/r0(l*b)v0 (ocvQ) oc/rQ 

du/dOiJr -l/rQ (Hz)2 (dz/dO>)Jc * -j2Q,/rQ ( l+y1 )2 

- oc/r0(l«b) *[l/rod+yi)2]/2 Q, 

Q * oc/t/2 

Thus 

z*b+ (y^/r^bjcos/^ 0> +(oc/j2) s in /2 0> 

r ® r0
+y2=ro (^+z) at end of condenser 

arQ(l +(oc/J2)sinJ20> -t^/rjcos/2 0> +b(1-cosf2 0>) 

«C" - (l/r )dr/d<)]jfoCcos/20» +/2(b-y /r )sin/2 0) o <p 10 

Also, y"= y2 + oc"x" and y^^cl* 

y” = r oc//2 sln£<3i+oCl'cos/20> +r b(l-cos/2(l)) o o 
+xM(«Ceos/2<) -f/2oci'/r)sin/20)+/2b sin/20)) 

o 
- <tf£l8cos /20>+^/2]fein/20)4x"(cos/20)-(^l */r)sin/20)] 

-r b(l-cos/20> -t$c"/2/r ) sln/20>) o o 
At a value of xM = l", which makes the first bracket 

zero, y" is independent of ec ; therefore rays of one 

velocity are brought to a focus at 1" if 

(l’+l”)cos/20M(n //2)sin/20> -(/21'lH/r ) sin/2(D = 0 o o 
Dividing by -{/2/r )sin/20>. o 

l'l" -(r //2)(11 )ctn/20> -r^/è=0 
O CF 
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l,l"-(l,tl,,)(ro//2)cot^<)-»(roV2)cot
1^0> 

= (r^/2)cot/2<)+rJ/2 

* ((ry/2)cscj20>)Z 

(l'-g) (l"-g) = f2 , where g ». (rQ//2)cot/2(3) t‘-(rQ//2)cBcj20) (5) 

4 l" ) 

(r //2)cscj20> 
o 

This equation gives the values of 1' and l", the distances 

of source and focal point from the plates. At 1” the 

radial displacement d" = y" at 1” is independent of oc , 

but there is still some velocity dispersion due to the 

second term of the solution. 

dn=r b(l- cos|20> -(LH/2/r0)sin/20>) o 

= r b(l - (r //sF)cot/2<! 
0 tF//2)csc/2< 

o 

.-rob(l + (l"-g)/f ) 

--r b(l + f/l^-g) by (5) (6) 
o 

Substituting in the values ro-l6.05 0» 89^51' 

we get f * 14.27 

g « -8.65 

Since 1' and 1” were taken to be equal, equation (5) gives 

l's lM * 5.62 cm. , and (6) gives 

d" « 30.1 b 

According to (1) , v2.(e/m)V 
0 log r^/^ 

Using the value r2/r =1.038 for this instrument, this gives 

mv2/e = 25.9 V 
o 

In the case of electrons, this reduces to 

. t v *GS.S. 
Jl-b2 
¥ o 



MEASUREMENT WITH THE ELECTROSTATIC SPECTROGRAPH 

OF THE VARIATION OF MASS WITH VELOCITY FOR /3*RAYS 

F.T. Rogers, Jr. & Andrew McReynolds 

The quantity Er* mv2/e may be measured with the 

electrostatic spectrograph. Magnetic spectrograph 

investigations give Hr» mv/e . Using these two equations, 

the values of m and v may be obtained for several lines 

in the line spectrum of Beta-rays from RaB and RaC. The 

variation of mass with velocity may thus be measured 

and compared with the two different theories of the 

electron due to Abraham and Lorentz. The accuracy of 

the experiment should be sufficient to show which theory 

is correct. At the time of writing no data have been 

obtained. 



For a particle to travel in a circular path in the 

electrostatic spectrograph, the electrical force must 

Just balance the centrifugal force, or 

As shown in the previous analysis, if the source and 

counter are properly placed, rays of this velocity vQ 

will be brought to a focus at the counter. By using the 

line spectrum of Beta-rays due to internal conversion 

the effect of velocity dispersion is eliminated, the 

lines being observable only because of the finite 

dimensions of the source and slit. Thus the quantity 

can be measured for one velocity. 

The path in a magnetic fiwld is governed by the 

relation 

Using these two equations, we may solve for m and v: 

(8) 

Hev = mv2/r 

mv = (Hr)e (9) 

m = e(Hr)2/Er 

v - Er /Hr 

(10) 

(11) 

Many accurate measurements of Hr have been made for 

Beta-ray line spectra. Using these known values and 

equation (7) giving E in terms of the potential 
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difference, the values of m and v may be calculated 

from the spectrograph observations and a curve of m 

as a function of v plotted. In both electrostatic 

and magnetic spectrographs, the force is directed 

perpendicular to the direction of motion; therefore 

the massses appearing in the above equations are the 

transverse masses. 

There are two divergent classical theories of the 

electron. Abraham worked out a theory on the assumption 

that the electron is a rigid spherical shell of charge 

in either stationary or moving co-ordinates. On this 

basis, he found the transverse mass to be 

Lorentz worked out a theory of the electron, assuming 

it to be a spherical shell of charge in a stationary 

co-ordinate system, but to transform according to the 

familiar Lorentz equations into other systems in 

uniform motion. He obtained a transverse mass 

These two values agree fairly well for low velocities, 

- 1 & | (ltbS)log 

m 

but, as the velocity increases, they diverge, as shown in 

Pig. 19* Several experiments have been performed by 
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1 2 
Bucherer , Neumann , and others to get a mass-velocity 

curve and thus decide between these theories. The 

results were in general favorable to the Lorentz 

theory; however, later analysis of the experimental 

conditions by Zahn and Spees^showed that the velocity 

selectors used (similar to that shown in Fig. 4) 

had very poor resolving power for high velocity Beta- 

rays. With the continuous spectrum used, they showed 

that some of the errors involved were larger than the 

difference between the two theories. These early 

results are therefore rather doubtful. With a line 

spectrum, as used in the present experiment, this 

resolving power effect is eliminated. 

The source used was a platinum wire, on which was 

deposited the RaB and RaC from equilibrium with Radon. 

These have several intense lines at 

Hr = 1410 , 1557 , 1677 ,1774 , 1938 

2015 , 2256 ,2307 ,2980 , etc. 

ranging from b = .64 to b = .95* It wlllbe seen from 

Fig. 19 that the percentage difference between the 

masses of the two types of electrons ranges from 

55? to 30$, a difference which sould be easily detectable. 

^A.H.Bucherer, Ann. der Phys., IV? vol.xxviil, 513 (1909) 

2 G. Neumann, Ann. der Phys., 45, 529,(1914) 

50.T. Zahn & A.H. Spees, Phys. Rev., 53, 511 (1938) 
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Volts 

1.558 

TABLE 2 

Galvanometer Calibration 

Res. in Deflection Res. across Pot. across 
Series Plates Plates 

Zero rdg. -18.73 38.10 4.874X107 18980 
4 000 19.39 

-18.71 
4000 19.39 

-18.71 
5000 11.95 

-18.71 
30.66 15180 

5000 11.95 
-18.71 

6000 6.92 
-18.71 

25.63 12650 

6000 6.91 
-18.72 

8000 .47 19.19 9490 
-18.72 

8000 .47 
-18.72 

10000 -3.48 
-18.72 

15.25 7590 

10000 -3.47 
-18.73 

12000 -6.11 
-18.74 

12.63 6326 

12000 -6.11 
-18.74 

20000 -11.24 
-18.74 

7.50 3796 

20000 -11.24 
-18.74 



The galvanometer used to measure the potential 

difference was calibrated by connecting a standard 

resistance and known voltage In series with it. 

Althoughtthe sensitivity changed somewhat over long 

periods of time, by calibrating the galvanometer 

Just before and just after taking a series of 

readings, the current could be read accurately to 

within about .2%. The high resistance in series was 

measured withaan accurate L&N Wheatstone bridge and 

found to be 4.874 ± .005 xlO7 ohms. 

The calibration data is given in Table 2 and a 

typical curve shown In Pig. 20. The voltage could 

thus be measured to within about 

Since the radius r0 of the central path between 

the plates could be measured to about.1%, accounting 

for Inaccuracies due to irregularities of shape and 

end effects, the value 6f Er could be obtained to an 

accuracy of less than .4$. Using values of Hr accurate 

to within .1% or less, the values of m as a function 

of v may be found accurate to about .3%, As seen from 

Fig. 19, this should be sufficient to distinguish 

between the two theories at velocities of b “ .64 or 

greater. 
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